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We can make a party more joyful with colorful party tents, especially your kidâ€™s birthday party.
Thousands of colors and styles allow you to choose exactly the perfect one that will make the party
more tremendous for your child and his/her friends. By choosing tents with stripy tops, you can grant
a carnival experience to the party people. Or you can opt for a circus tent and have a circus theme
to make the kids happy. Whatever theme you prefer, you can complete the look by picking a right
party tent.

Different designs and styles of Tent

There are several different designs and style tent or marquees are available in the market. In
Swedish market tent and marquees are generally referred as tÃ¤lt or partytÃ¤lt respectively. A
marquee generally refers to a Hexagon frame tent with the high peak. To construct the unique
design lines for this party tent features a design with a "flying centre pole". If we talk about canopy,
they can have the same design top but generally they do not have side walls. So, they are just a
cover over your party. On other hand, pole tents contain roofs and normally much larger. They are
designed to give a larger party area. These are great choice for weddings or festivals.

Following Factors Affecting while Deciding of Party Tent

To decide the size of party tent, first you need to find out the number of people you want to
accommodate at the time of your event. Although every party has its exclusive needs, the general
rule for typical wedding or garden party is to allow 15 square feet per guest. These types of parties
will require space for guests to be seated at round tables, as well as space for buffet, head tables,
bars, and dance floors. If we talk about cocktail party, there is no need for much furniture due to
minimal seating, and smaller food stations. Thus the space allocation can be reduced to 10 square
feet per guest.

In most cases, there is no requirement for a floor in your party tent in summer, especially if you have
a nice lawn of grass. But when there is a bigger event, your grass surface is quite irregular or if itâ€™s
freezing outside then you might require a floor other than grass for dancing as well as other
activities. So, different types of flooring are available if needed in the range of Dancover Floor
(Anthracite) 9 mÂ² to Dancover Floor (Anthracite) 120 mÂ². They are mainly classified according to
their sizes. These floors work great for rough areas like grass or gravel.
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If you are planning for an outdoor party, you will be happy to know that today lots of tent / a tÃ¤lt 

and Marquees / a partytÃ¤lt are available is various qualities, features and styles
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